Abstract—A detailed numerical simulation of the free charge transfer in overlapped gate charge-coupled devices (CCD) is presented. The transport dynamics are analyzed in terms of thermal diffusion, self-induced fields, and fringing fields under all the relevant electrodes and interelectrode regions with time-varying gate potentials. The results of the charge transfer with different clocking schemes and clocking waveforms are presented. The dependence of the stages of the charge transfer on the device parameters are discussed in detail. A lumped-circuit model of CCD that could be used to obtain the charge-transfer characteristics with various clocking waveforms is also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The overlapping gate charge-coupled device (CCD) is presently the most technically promising structure for the potential large scale applications of these devices. Compared to the simplicity of the three-phase metal gate CCD [1], [2] and the resistive gate CCD [3], the interelectrode spacing in the overlapping gate structure is reduced to an oxide thickness and the overlapping electrodes provide good control of the surface potential in the entire channel region, seal the active channel from any external contaminations, shield the charge repulsion, and thus enhance the charge transfer. Overlaid gate CCD's can be manufactured with two levels of metallization technology such as silicon gate and refractory gate technology [4], [5]. The two levels of metallization simplify the layout of large CCD arrays. The use of the overlapping gate structure with polysilicon and aluminum electrodes in an

The three sequences of page-flip "movies" illustrate the dynamics of the charge transfer and charge storage in charge-coupled devices (CCD). The frames of the movie were drawn by a 5C020 plotter directly from a numerical simulation of the charge transfer process. The transport dynamics were analyzed in terms of thermal diffusion, self-induced fields, and fringing fields under all the relevant electrodes and interelectrode regions with various clocking waveforms. A p-channel overlapping gate CCD was used in the numerical simulation. The storage gates were 14 μ wide and 8 μ apart. In each frame the horizontal axis represents the distance along the semiconductor-insulator interface of the device. From right to left are the regions under the first transfer gate, first storage gate, second transfer gate and second storage gate of one bit of the device. The vertical axis at the bottom of the frame represents the surface charge density of the mobile carriers in normalized units. The vertical axis at the top of the frame represents the voltages applied to the storage and transfer gates (0 to −15 V). The vertical axis at the middle of the frame represents the surface potential (0 to −15 V). The upper curve is the surface potential with charge, the lower curve without charge, so the difference between the two lines is proportional to the mobile surface charge density. The time interval from one page to the next is 4 ns. The clocking waveforms and the device dimensions for the flip-page movie Sequences I, II, and III are shown at the top of Figs. 3, 4, and 7, respectively, of the paper entitled "Charge Transfer in Overlapping Gate Charge-Coupled Devices" (this issue, pp. 191-207).

Sequence I: This flip-page movie illustrates the time evolution of the surface charge density and surface potential profiles during charge transfer when a CCD is operated with a two-phase drop clock. In the two-phase clocking scheme, each successive storage and transfer gate pair is driven by one phase of the clock. The clock frequency is 5 Mc. With drop clocks the signal charge is stored under a storage gate with a holding voltage V0(5–7 V in this case). Charge transfer occurs when the voltage of the second phase of the clock driving the next transfer and storage gate is lowered to V0(5–15 V); the charge thus flows to the potential minimum created under the receiving storage gate. The charge transfer ends when the voltage of the receiving storage gate is raised to V0.

Sequence II: This illustrates the operation of a two-phase push clock. The clock frequency is 5 Mc. With push clocks the charge is stored under a storage gate with its voltage equal to V0 (5–15 V). To effect the charge transfer, the potential of the original storage gate is gradually raised, and the charge stored there begins to spill over the area beneath the next transfer gate. As the potential of the original storage gate continues to rise, more of the charge under it is brought to a potential higher than that under the next transfer gate, and so is able to flow to the next storage gate. When the potential of the original storage gate returns to V0, the charge transfer ends, and some of the residual charge under the transfer gate spills back to the original storage gate.

Sequence III: This illustrates a CCD operating with a four-phase push clock. In the four-phase clocking scheme, the gates of each bit of the device are driven by a separate phase of the clock, thus allowing a more flexible control of the storage and transfer of the signal charge. The clock frequency is 154 Mc. With push clocks the charge is stored under a storage gate with its voltage equal to V0 and with the voltages of the transfer gates equal to the resting voltage V0. For example, to transfer the charge from under the first storage gate to the second one, the voltages of the second transfer and storage gate are lowered to V0. Then the voltage of the original storage gate increases gradually to push the charge from under the first storage gate to the adjacent ones. The second transfer gate voltage is then increased to push the charge to the second storage gate. As it reaches the resting voltage V0, the charge transfer ends and some of the residual charge under the transfer gate spills back to the preceding storage gate.
appropriate values of the threshold and flat-band voltages.

The purpose of this work is to study in detail the limitations on the performance of the overlapping gates CCD's due to incomplete charge transfer and interface state trapping [1], [13] and their dependence on the device parameters and the clocking waveforms. Therefore we have developed a detailed numerical simulation of the charge-transfer process in the overlapping gate CCD's. We have analyzed the charge transport dynamics in terms of charge motion due to thermal diffusion, self-induced drift, and fringing fields. With some assumptions and approximations, which are shown to be well satisfied, we have solved the nonlinear nonlocal equations describing the transfer dynamics, under all the relevant gate electrodes and interelectrode regions with time-varying gate potentials using a new finite difference scheme, the box scheme [14]. We also discuss in this paper the dependence of the different stages of the transfer process on the device parameters. Using a lumped-circuit model of CCD's, analytic expressions describing the charge transfer with various clocking waveforms are developed. These expressions can be used to derive the charge-transfer characteristics for other device structures, dimensions, clocking waveforms and voltages, thus providing practical charge-coupled device and circuit design tools. The influence of clocking waveforms and clocking schemes on incomplete free charge transfer and the effects of trapping in interface states in overlapping gate CCD's are discussed by the authors in detail elsewhere using the results of the present study [15]-[18], [26].

In Section II we discuss the theoretical model and the basis of our approximations. In Sections III and IV we present the results of the charge transfer in two-phase and four-phase CCD's. A discussion of the results is presented in Section V.

II. Theoretical Model

In the calculations presented here we have considered p-channel devices with dimensions consistent with typical layout tolerances of silicon gate technology.

Transport Equations

The storage and transfer of charge along the insulator-semiconductor interface is described by the continuity equation:

$$\frac{\partial q}{\partial t} = \frac{-\partial}{\partial x} J_e \bigg|_{\text{trapping}} + \frac{\partial q}{\partial t} \bigg|_{\text{thermal generation}}, \quad (1)$$

where

$$J_e = -D \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} - \mu q \frac{\partial \Phi_s}{\partial x}. \quad (2)$$

$q$ is the surface-charge density of the free minority carrier, $J_e$ the sheet current density, and $\Phi_s$ the surface potential. $D$ and $\mu$ are the minority carrier diffusion and mobility at the interface, respectively. $x$ is the distance along the interface in the direction of charge transfer.

$$\frac{\partial q}{\partial t} \bigg|_{\text{thermal generation}}$$

is the rate of generation of surface charge due to thermal generation currents from generation centers at the interface, the depletion regions, and the substrate. For a total delay time from the input to the output of the device much smaller than the storage time of the interface, the effect of thermal generation can be neglected.¹

$$\frac{\partial q}{\partial t} \bigg|_{\text{trapping}}$$

is the total rate of capture of the mobile carriers due to their interaction with the interface states in the band gap. Since the mobile carriers interact with interface states within an energy range of the order of thermal voltage and for the low interface state density obtainable with the present thermally grown silicon oxide, the rate of capture or emission of the mobile carriers by the interface states is smaller than the divergence of the sheet current density in (1) [15]. Thus one can obtain the free charge-transfer characteristics by neglecting

$$\frac{\partial q}{\partial t} \bigg|_{\text{trapping}}$$

in (1) and solving the continuity equation. The effects of trapping on the incomplete charge transfer can then be calculated by studying the interaction of the mobile carriers with the interface states from the Shockley–Read–Hall equations together with the surface-charge density profiles $q(x,t)$ under the gates [15]. Thus the free charge-transfer continuity equation reduces to

$$\frac{\partial q}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \rho \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} + \mu q \frac{\partial \Phi_s}{\partial x} \right]. \quad (3)$$

The surface-potential gradient $\frac{\partial \Phi_s}{\partial x}$ is due to the variable surface-charge density and the two-dimensional nature of the CCD structure. For given electrode potentials, device geometry, and charge density profile, the surface-potential gradient is obtained from the solution of the two-dimensional Poisson equation. Thus a rigorous treatment of the free charge-transfer problem would require the simultaneous solution of (3) and the two-dimensional Poisson equation. While this rigorous approach is conceptually possible, the cost of such an analysis leads us to seek some valid approximation to simplify the solution.

The surface-potential gradient due to variations in the surface-charge density (self-induced fields) can be obtained, according to the standard gradual channel approximation [20]. In this approximation, we take the gradient of the surface potential $\Phi_s$ obtained from the one-dimensional solution of the Poisson equation with the parameters of the solutions chosen to cor-

¹ The calculations and results can be applied to n-channel devices after the proper scaling of the transfer times by the surface mobility ratio of the electrons and holes and the use of the appropriate values of the threshold and flat-band voltages.
respond to the one-dimensional cut through the structure. In Appendix I we show, using a Green's function solution of the two-dimensional Poisson equation for an arbitrary minority charge density profile, that the gradual channel approximation is reasonably accurate when the lateral variation of the various charges over a distance on the order of the depletion layer width is small.

The surface-potential gradient under the electrodes due to the adjacent electrodes (fringing fields) is obtained by solving the two-dimensional Poisson equation of the CCD structure. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the surface potential and surface-potential gradient along the semiconductor insulator interface. These plots were obtained from the solution of the two-dimensional Poisson equation [21] of an overlapping gate CCD with the electrode voltages corresponding to the last stages of the charge transfer and with most of the signal charge in the receiving electrode can be used during the entire charge-transfer process.

The two-dimensional solution of the Poisson equation for the overlapping gate structure shown in Fig. 1 illustrates that the surface potential under the interelectrode regions varies quite smoothly for different gate electrode potentials [5], [21]. Therefore we have used a smooth interpolating polynomial to approximate the surface potential in these regions. We have also assumed a constant surface mobility to simplify the solutions of the transport equations. The dependence of the surface mobility on the normal surface field and the surface-potential gradient along the interface introduce negligibly small error on the charge-transfer characteristics of typical minimum geometry devices.  

Nonlinear Diffusion Equation

In Appendix II, we show that according to the previously mentioned assumptions the surface-potential gradient under the gates or in the interelectrode regions of the charge transfer when the self-induced fields become very small. Accordingly, the fringing-field profile under the electrodes obtained from a two-dimensional solution of the Poisson equation of the CCD structure with the gate voltages corresponding to the last stages of the charge transfer and with most of the signal charge in the receiving electrode can be used during the entire charge-transfer process.

Fig. 2. Plots of the one-dimensional relation between the surface potential \( \Phi_s \) and the gate voltage for a polysilicon gate with 1200 A and aluminum gates with different oxide thickness. The substrate doping is \( 0.8 \times 10^{16} \) donors/cm\(^2\), \( q_{st} = 3.1 \times 10^{11} \) cm\(^2\).

Carrier mobilities at the Si-SiO\(_2\) interface are approximately constant up to a normal surface field of \( 1.5 \times 10^6 \) V/cm corresponding to a surface carrier concentration of \( 10^{12} \) cm\(^2\). Therefore, for mobile carrier concentration equal or less than \( 10^{10} \) cm\(^2\), the reduction in the surface mobility due to the normal surface field is small. The carrier velocity in silicon saturates at a critical field around 5 V/\( \mu \) [23]. During the charge transfer, the surface-potential gradient usually does not exceed 1 V/\( \mu \) except in the interelectrode region between the transfer gate and the receiving storage gate, where it may reach about 10 V/\( \mu \). Since the maximum sheet current density is about few microamperes/micron, and the mobile carrier concentration in this region is smaller by more than an order of magnitude than that under the gate electrodes, the changes in the mobile carrier concentration in this region due to velocity saturation has negligible effects on the charge-transfer characteristics.
can be written in the form
\[ \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial x} = L(x, t) + M(x, t)q + N(x, \frac{\partial q}{\partial x}). \] (4)

Substituting in (3), the continuity equation reduces to the nonlinear diffusion equation
\[ \frac{\partial q}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ D \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} + \mu (L + M + N \frac{\partial q}{\partial x}) \right]. \] (5)

If fringing fields under the gate electrodes are negligible then \( L = M = 0 \).

The dynamics of the charge transport in each bit are thus described by equations similar to (5) with the appropriate functions, \( L \), \( M \), and \( N \) under the storage and transfer electrodes and the interelectrode regions. At the junction points between the different regions, the surface potential, and surface-charge density must be continuous and the current must be conserved.

We have solved the set of nonlinear equations with the appropriate boundary conditions using a new finite difference scheme, the box scheme [14]. The numerical formulation of the problem\(^5\) and its accuracy is treated in detail in [18].

Overlapping gate CCD's can be operated with four-phase, three-phase, two-phase, and single-phase clocking schemes. With three-phase and four-phase clocking schemes the gate electrodes are equal in size so that charge may be stored under each gate during the transfer process. Alternatively the upper electrodes may be made smaller and used to control the transfer of charge between the buried storage electrodes. In this case, four-phase, two-phase, and single-phase clocking schemes may be used to control the storage and transfer of charge for both serpentine and parallel signal flow.

III. TWO-PHASE CLOCKING SCHEME

In the two-phase clocking scheme only two clock phases are used to control the storage and transfer of charge along the interface. The asymmetry in the surface potential needed to provide the directionality of the signal charge transfer can be achieved by applying a step in the channel oxide [5] or ion implanted barrier [24] or the charge storage properties of double dielectric structures such as the MNOS structures [25]. In this section we present some of the calculations of the charge-transfer characteristics of two-phase overlapping gates CCD's where the asymmetry of the structure is achieved by a step in the channel oxide. However our results can be applied to all other structures with the appropriate modifications.

Complete Charge-Transfer Mode

In the complete charge-transfer modes the charge under the storage gate is transferred to the following gates; none is deliberately retained.

\(^5\)The box scheme has very desirable features that make it suitable for solving the set of nonlinear diffusion equations describing the charge transport dynamics in CCD. For example, second order accuracy can be achieved with nonuniform nets. Thus small net spacing can be used in the interelectrode regions where the surface-charge density is changing rapidly, while a large net spacing can be used in the other regions where the surface-charge density gradient is small. Also both the surface-charge density and its gradient are approximated with the same accuracy. Thus the charge flow across the boundaries between the different regions is conserved to the same order of accuracy of the surface charge under the electrodes.

Drop Clock: With drop clock the signal charge is stored below a gate at a holding voltage \( V_h \) that is a fraction of the largest clock voltage \( V_m \) that the MOS structure can tolerate; charge transfer occurs when \( V_m \) is then applied to the adjacent gates and the charge flows to the potential minimum thus created [26].

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the one-dimensional relation between the surface potential and the gate voltage for a polysilicon gate with 1200-A oxide and for an aluminum gate with different oxide thickness for a substrate doping of \( 8 \times 10^{14} \) donors/cm\(^2\). Since in the two-phase clocking scheme the surface potential under each successive set of transfer and storage gates is controlled by a single-clocking voltage, the maximum amount of charge that can be stored under the storage gate without spill-over and the fringing fields under it depend on the silicon oxide thickness under the transfer and storage gates. Therefore, for optimum operation of the device, the oxide thickness under the storage and transfer gates should be properly chosen.\(^6\)

We have simulated numerically the charge-transfer characteristics for the device shown at the top of Fig. 3 clocked by square-wave drop clocks with zero fall and rise times.\(^7\) In Fig. 3 we have plotted the residual charge under the source storage gate as a percentage of a full bucket\(^8\) for two different initial charges equivalent to about 3 V and 1 V with a substrate doping of \( 8 \times 10^{14} \) donors/cm\(^2\) and \( 10^{14} \) donors/cm\(^2\). Consideration of the transient currents at the ends of the transfer gate and the surface-charge and surface-potential profiles\(^9\) under the gates during the charge transfer show that the charge transfer divides naturally into several distinct stages.

1) In the first stage, the charge initially confined under the source storage gate spreads to charge up the adjacent transfer gate for a fraction of a nanosecond.

2) In the second stage, the charge transfer is limited by the transport of charge across the transfer gate to the next storage gate. The transfer gate acts as a MOS transistor at pinchoff with the storage gates as its source and drain. Thus the source and receiving storage gates are capacitors charged and discharged through the transfer channel.

According to the lumped-circuit model discussed in Appendix IV the decay of the residual charge under the gates is described by
\[ \frac{d}{dt} (Q_{st} + Q_{tr}) = \frac{-\mu C_{ox} W}{2t_{tr}} \cdot [2KT(\Phi_{tr} - \Phi_{st}) + (\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{tr})^3] \] (6a)

\(^6\)For example, in applications requiring maximum charge to be transferred along the device (such as digital serial memories and analog delay lines) and if the oxide thickness under the storage gate is 1200 A, then to operate the device in the complete charge-transfer mode with two-phase drop clock the optimum oxide thickness under the transfer gate is about 3200 A for \( V_m = -15 \) V and a substrate doping of \( 8 \times 10^{14} \) donors/cm\(^2\). In other applications such as low level injection CCD imagers it may be more important to maximize the fringing fields under the storage gate. In this case thinner silicon oxides under the storage and transfer gates with a low substrate doping may optimize the performance of the device.

\(^7\)For rise and fall time comparable or larger than the transfer times of interest the equations given with the push clocks below in (17) and (18) could be used.

\(^8\)A full bucket is the equilibrium surface charge density under the storage gate electrode with its voltage equal to \( V_m \).

\(^9\)The surface-charge and surface-potential profiles are shown in the flip page movie in the issue. The current plots are given in [18].
Fig. 3. The residual charge under the storage gate as a percentage of a full bucket for two different initial charges equivalent to about 3 and 1 V versus transfer time. The full line curves are for a substrate (doping of $8 \times 10^{14}$ donors/cm$^3$ and $10^{14}$ donors/cm$^3$. The dashed line curves are obtained according to the lumped-circuit model.

Fig. 4. Residual charge under the storage gate as a fraction of a full bucket using two-phase push clocks with a rise time $T_r = 40$ ns. The dimensions of the device used are shown at the top of the figure.

$$Q = \frac{Q_s + Q'}{1 + \left(\frac{t - t_1}{\tau_2}\right)} - Q', \quad (7)$$

where $Q' = W_{ls} C_{st} (\Phi_{s_0} - \Phi_{m_0})$, $t_1$ is the time at which the second stage starts, and $\tau_2$ is given by

$$\tau_2 = 2 \frac{t_r l_s C_{st}}{\mu C_{tv}} \frac{R}{W_{ls} C_{st}}, \quad (8)$$

where

$$R = 1 + \frac{t_r l_s C_{tv}}{l_s C_{st}}, \quad (9)$$

When the charge under the storage gate decreases to a small value $Q_{s'}$, the discharge current becomes so small that the electric field in the transitional region between the source storage gate and the next transfer gate can sweep the carriers fast enough to form an almost perfect sink of charge there. This brings the second stage to an end at a time $t_2$ given by

$$t_2 = t_1 + \tau_2 \frac{Q_s - Q_{s'}}{Q_s + Q'}. \quad (10)$$

For the device parameters given as

$$l_s = 13.5 \mu, \quad C_{st} = 3.5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ F/cm}^2, \quad \mu = 200 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V-s}, \quad \frac{Q'}{W_{ls} C_{st}} = 0.8 \text{ V}, \quad l_r = 7 \mu, \quad C_{tv} = 1.45 \times 10^{-8} \text{ F/cm}^2, \quad \frac{Q'_{s'}}{W_{ls} C_{st}} = 0.48 \text{ V}, \quad (10)$$

and for a signal charge equivalent to about 3 V we obtain $\tau_2 = 6.9 \text{ ns}$ and $t_2 = 13.3 \text{ ns}$. For a signal charge equivalent to about 1 V, we obtain $\tau_2 = 14.6 \text{ ns}$ and $t_2 = 5.9 \text{ ns}.$

3) In the third stage the charge transfer is limited by the transport of charge out of the storage gate with an almost perfect sink at its end. The storage gate can be considered in this stage also as a capacitor discharged through a transfer channel that is the same storage gate. Thus it can be easily shown according to the lumped-

$$W_s \frac{\Delta \Phi}{\Delta x} \frac{Q_{s'}}{W_{ls} C_{st}} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{Q_{s'} + Q_{s'}}{Q_{s'} + Q'} \frac{Q_{s'} + Q'}{Q_{s'} + Q'} \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{2} \tau_2 C_{st} R, \quad (11)$$

The approximate values of $Q'$ and $t_4$ may lead to about 15 percent error in defining the onset of the last two stages, this is a much better approximation than using the perfect sink assumption at the end of the storage gate from the beginning of the charge-transfer process.
of the fringing-field profile. Fringing fields alone, without any other effect, could be several times the thickness of the region under the transfer gates.

The good fitting in Fig. 3 to the numerical solution is partly because the precise values of $Q_e$ and $t_2$ could be obtained from the surface-potential profiles under the gates.

The transition between the hyperbolic regime of the third stage and the exponential regime of the last stage of the charge is rather broad and is best described by (A4-8) in Appendix IV. 

$$Q_{eq} \approx \frac{Q_e'}{1 + \frac{t}{\tau_s}} \frac{t}{\tau_s}$$

where $\tau_s$ is a constant of the order of unity (about 1.2). During this stage the charge is spread over the entire gate even if fringing fields are appreciable. 

The factor $4$ in the second term of the exponential expression is due to the large fields at the edges of the gate. For negligible fringing fields this factor takes a value of unity. The exponential decay is due to the diffusion at the tail end of the residual charge packet under the storage gate irrespective of the fringing-field profile. Fringing fields alone, without diffusion and self-induced fields, will sweep out the residual charge under the storage gate in a single carrier transit time. A more detailed discussion of the effect of fringing fields on the charge transfer is given in [9] and [21].

The transition between the hyperbolic regime of the third stage and the exponential regime of the last stage of the charge is rather broad and is best described by (A4-8) in Appendix IV.

$$Q_{eq} \approx \frac{Q_e'}{1 + \frac{t}{\tau_s}} \frac{t}{\tau_s}$$

The dashed lines in Fig. 3 are obtained from (7) and (16) with the device parameters given in (10).

**Push Clocks:** With push clocks the charge is stored under a gate held at $V_w$ that is the largest clock voltage the MOS structure can tolerate. The charge is transferred to a nearby gate also at $V_w$ by raising the potential of the gate where the charge has been residing and thus pushing the charge to the next gate [26].

For optimum operation of the device with two-phase push clock in the complete charge-transfer mode, the oxide thickness under the storage and transfer gates should be properly chosen.

We have simulated numerically the charge-transfer characteristics for several devices with various clocking waveforms. In Figs. 4 and 5 we have plotted the residual charges under the source storage gate versus transfer time. The clock voltages and rise time as well as the oxide thickness under the transfer gates of the device are shown for each case at the top of the figures. Zero time coincides with the instant the clock voltage starts to increase to push the charge and starts the transfer process.

From the plots the transient currents at the end of the transfer gate and the residual charges versus time and the surface charge and surface-potential profiles under the gates one can identify several distinct stages of the charge transfer.

1) In the first stage, the surface potential under the storage gate containing charge increases as the storage gate voltage is increasing, until it becomes equal or less
than the surface potential under the next gate by \( KT \). Then the charge initially confined under the storage gate spreads to charge up the next transfer gate. The time interval of the first part of this stage depends on the amount of initial charge and the clock rise time as given in (19).

2) The second stage of the charge transfer is limited by the transport of charge across the transfer gate to the next storage gate. The transfer gate acts as an MOS transistor at channel off, and the storage gate as its source and drain. For maximum rate of discharge in this stage, the gate voltage should be rising with a rate that keeps the surface potential under the storage gate at a value that does not exceed \( 2\Phi_F - \Phi_{m,0} \) to avoid injection of the signal charge into the substrate where \( \Phi_F \) is the Fermi potential of the substrate. Since the surface potential under the gate varies almost linearly with the stored charge and the gate voltage, the maximum rate of charge transfer can be achieved by clocking waveforms with ramps of a slope that matches the saturation current of the transfer gate.

According to the lumped-circuit model discussed in Appendix IV, the decay of the residual charge under the storage gate in this stage can be described by the following equations.

\[
\frac{d}{dt}(Q_\text{st} + Q_\text{tr}) = -\frac{\mu C_{ps} W}{2C_T} \\
	imes \left[ 2KT(F_{m,0} - \Phi_{m,70}) + (F_{m,7} - \Phi_{m,70}) \right] \\
Q_{st} = Wl_{st} C_{st}(F_m - \Phi_{m,0}) \\
Q_{tr} = \frac{2}{3}Wl_{tr} C_T(F_{m,0} - \Phi_{m,70}) \\
\Phi_{m,0} \equiv \Phi_i; \quad \Phi_{m,7} \equiv \Phi_{m,70} \\
\Phi_{io} = B_{st}V + B_{st} \quad \text{and} \quad \Phi_{m,70} = B_{st}V_m + B_{st} 
\]

where \( V \) and \( V_m \) are the voltages of the first and second phases, driving the source storage gate and transfer gate, respectively. \( B_{st}, B_{st}, B_{tr}, \) and \( B_{st} \) are constants chosen to give the best linear fit to the relation of the surface potential under the storage and transfer gates to the voltage applied to them. The rest of the notation is similar to that in (6). For clocking waveforms with ramps or with sufficiently smooth driving function\(^{14}\) and for an initial charge \( Q_0 \), the residual charge under the storage gate is given by

\[
Q = Q'(t) + Q'' \tanh \left( (t - t_0)/\tau_T \right) \\
\text{(18a)}
\]

where

\[
Q'(t) = \frac{Wl_{st} C_{st}}{\mu C_T} \int \frac{d}{dt}(\Phi_{m,0} - \Phi_{m,70}) \\
\text{(18b)}
\]

\[
Q'' = \frac{Wl_{st} C_{st}}{\mu C_T} \frac{1}{\tau_T} \\
\text{(18c)}
\]

\[
\tau_T = \frac{2l_{st} C_{st}}{\mu C_T} \\
\text{(18d)}
\]

\[
R = 1 + \frac{l_{st} C_{st}}{l_{tr} C_T} \\
\text{(18e)}
\]

\( t_1 \) is the time at which the discharge current \( I \) starts to flow. The value of \( Q'(t) \) is the minimum initial charge under the source storage gate that causes the discharge current \( I \) to start at time \( t \). Hence, for a given initial charge \( Q_0 \), \( t_1 \) is given by

\[
Q'(t_1) = Q_0 \\
\text{(19)}
\]

It follows directly from (18) that for a ramp clocking waveform the minimum rise time \( T_r \text{ in } \) of the clocking voltage to prevent injection of the signal charge in the substrate is given by

\[
T_r \text{ in } = \frac{2l_{st} C_{st}}{\mu C_T} \frac{B_{st}(V_s - V_m)}{(2\Phi_F - \Phi_{m,70})^2} \\
\text{(20)}
\]

where \( V_s \) and \( V_m \) are the resting and minimum voltages of the clock. For \( (t - t_1) > \tau_T \) the residual charge under the storage gate decreases according to the waveform of \( V(t) \).

The parameters of the device used in the numerical simulation are given here.

\[
l_{st} = 13.5 \mu \text{,} \quad l_{tr} = 7 \mu \text{,} \\
C_{st} = 3.14 \times 10^{-8} \text{F/cm}^2, \quad B_{st} = 0.9162, \\
V_m = -15 \text{V}, \quad \mu = 200 \text{cm}^2/\text{V.s}. \quad (21)
\]

If the oxide thickness under the transfer gate is 3200 \( \AA \) and \( V_s = -6 \) V and \( T_r = 13 \) ns, then \( C_T = 1.45 \times 10^{-8} \text{F/cm}^2, T_{r \text{ in }} \approx 5.5 \) ns, and \( \tau_T \approx 6.5 \) ns. If the oxide thickness under the transfer gate is 4400 \( \AA \) and \( V_s = -3 \) V and \( T_r = 40 \) ns, then \( C_T = 1.32 \times 10^{-8} \text{F/cm}^2, T_{r \text{ in }} \approx 21 \) ns, and \( \tau_T = 11.5 \) ns.

3) In the third stage the clock voltages are constant and the charge transfer is limited by the transport of charge out of the storage gate with an almost perfect sink.

\(^{14}\) For arbitrarily smooth waveforms solution of (17) can be easily obtained analytically using Ricatti's substitution and the Wentzel-Kramer-Brillouin-Jeffreys (WKBJ) method [28]. The final solutions are similar to the results reported by Thornber [29] for the MOS bucket brigade. For sinusoidal drive functions the solutions can be written in terms of Mathieu functions. We mean by sufficiently smooth drive function that the time dependence of

\[
\frac{2l_{st} C_{st}}{\mu C_T} \frac{d}{dt}(\Phi_{m,0} - \Phi_{m,70})
\]

is much smaller than that of \( (\Phi_{m,0} - \Phi_{m,70})^2 \).
at its end. The storage gate in this stage is discharged through itself as in the case of the drop clock. The residual charge under the storage gate \(Q(t)\) decreases during the first part of this stage hyperbolically with a time constant \(\tau_a\).

\[
Q(t) = \frac{Q'_t}{1 + \frac{t - t_2}{\tau_a}}, \quad t > t_2, \quad (22)
\]

where

\[
\tau_a = \frac{L_{ox}^2}{\alpha C_{S,i} W \mu}
\]

and \(Q'_t\) is the total charge under the source storage gate when the perfect sink at its end is formed at time \(t_2\). \(t_2\) is approximately \(15\) equal to \(T_r\) and \(Q'_t\) is obtained from (18) with \(t = t_2\).

4) In the last stage the residual charge decreases exponentially with a time constant that depends on thermal diffusion and fringing fields under the storage gate as discussed previously in (13)–(16).

Incomplete Charge-Transfer Mode

In the incomplete (or residual) charge-transfer mode, a bias charge is deliberately retained under the storage gates at each transfer. This can be achieved by controlling the resting surface potential under the storage gate relative to that under the next transfer gate at the end of the charge-transfer process \([11],[30]\). In the two-phase clocking scheme, for a given substrate doping and minimum voltage \(V_m\) the oxide thickness under the storage and transfer gates should also be properly chosen for optimum device operation in this mode.

We have simulated numerically the charge transfer for the device shown at the top of Fig. 6 clocked by a two-phase push clock in the incomplete charge-transfer mode with a bias charge equivalent to about 1 V. We have plotted in Fig. 6 the residual charge under the source storage gate as a fraction of a full bucket versus transfer time for two different initial charges 0.6 and 0.4 of a full bucket. From the plots of the currents at the ends of the gates and the residual charges versus time and the surface charge and surface-potential profiles under the gates one can identify distinct stages of the charge transfer. The first two stages are similar to the first two stages of the two-phase push case described before. The third stage starts when the clock voltage stops at time \(t_3 = T_r\) with a residual charge under the source storage gate equal to \(Q'_t\).

The charge transfer in the first part of this stage

\[
\left(\frac{Q(t) - Q'_t}{WL_{ox} C_{S,i}} > 2KT
\right)
\]

is similar to the charge transfer in the second stage of the two-phase drop clock discussed previously in (7)–(9). The residual charge is thus given by

\[
\frac{Q(t) - Q'_t}{WL_{ox} C_{S,i}} > 2KT
\]

\[
\frac{Q(t) - Q'_t}{WL_{ox} C_{S,i}} = -\frac{\mu C_{T,r} W}{2l_{ox}} (\Phi_{a,r} - \Phi_{a,0}) + (\Phi_{a,r} - \Phi_{a,0})^2
\]

\[
Q_{st} = \frac{WL_{ox} C_{S,i} (\Phi_{a,r} - \Phi_{a,0})}{2l_{ox}}
\]

\[
Q_{T,r} = \frac{\#WL_{ox} C_{T,r} (\Phi_{a,r} - \Phi_{a,0})}{2l_{ox}} + \frac{\#KT}{2}
\]

\[
C_{T,r} (\Phi_{a,r} - \Phi_{a,0}) = C_{S,i} (\Phi_{a,r} - \Phi_{a,0})
\]

\[
\exp \left(-\frac{(\Phi_{a,r} - \Phi_{a,0})}{KT} \right) = \Phi_{a,r} = \Phi_{a,0}
\]

In the last stage of the charge transfer, the surface potential under the storage gate drops below that under the transfer gate. However, the discharge current still continues to flow due to thermal emission of the carriers under the storage gate over the potential barrier. The mobile charge under the transfer gate also becomes so small that thermal diffusion becomes dominant. Fringing fields under the transfer gate are usually small because the surface potential under the transfer gate and the preceding storage gate are almost equal. The residual charge under the storage gate in this stage decreases logarithmically with time. Using the lumped circuit described in Appendix IV the charge transfer in the incomplete charge-transfer mode is described by the following equations.
\[
\left[ 1 + \frac{KT}{\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{s10}} \right] \frac{d}{dt} (\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{s10}) = \left[ 1 + \frac{KT}{\Phi_{1s} - \Phi_{s10}} \right] \frac{d}{dt} (\Phi_{1s} - \Phi_{1s0})
\]
\[+ \frac{d}{dt} (\Phi_{s10} - \Phi_{s10}). \quad (25e)\]

Assuming a sufficiently large bias charge \(Q' \gg KT\) \(W_{ls}C_{sl}\) and taking \((\Phi_{st} + KT)(\Phi_{st} + 3KT) \approx (\Phi_{st} + 2KT)^{2}\), then (25) is reduced to
\[
- \frac{\mu C_{sr} W}{2\ell_{sr}} \left[ (\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{s10})^{2} + 2KT(\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{s10}) \right]
\]
\[= W_{ls}C_{sl} \left(1 + \frac{KT}{\Phi_{s10} - \Phi_{s10}} + \lambda W_{ls}C_{sr} \right). \quad (26)\]

For \((\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{s10}) < KT\) the residual charge under the source storage gate is given by\(^{16}\)
\[
Q(t) = Q' - KT W_{ls}C_{sl} \ln \left[1 + (t - t_{3})/\tau_{s}\right] \quad (27a)
\]
where
\[
\tau_{s} = \frac{I_{s} I_{s1}}{2D} C_{sr}. \quad (27b)
\]

If \(t > t_{4} = t_{3} + \tau_{s} \exp \left(Q'/W_{ls}C_{sl}KT\right)\), (25) reduces to
\[
Q(t) \sim C_{s} KTW_{ls} \exp \left(- (t - t_{4})/\tau_{s}\right), \quad (28a)
\]
where
\[
\tau_{s} = \frac{I_{s} I_{s1}}{D} \exp \left((\Phi_{s10} - \Phi_{s10})/KT\right). \quad (28b)
\]

However for a bias charge equivalent to 1 V, \(t_{4}\) and \(\tau_{s}\) are larger than the interface storage time \([31]\) of the best thermally grown oxide and hence that stage will never be reached practically. If fringing fields under the transfer gate are appreciable for a closer spacing device or a lower substrate doping, then the previous relations still hold except \(D/\tau_{s}\) is replaced by \((\mu E + D/\tau_{s})\) where \(E\) is the average fringing field under the transfer gate.

When a static two-phase drop clock is used to operate the device in the incomplete charge transfer, the two first stages of the charge transfer are similar to the two first stages of the static drop clock in the complete charge-transfer mode. However in the last stage, the residual charge in the incomplete charge-transfer mode decreases logarithmically according to (27).

IV. FOUR-PHASE CLOCKING SCHEME

In the overlapped gates CCD's, four-phases may be used to control the storage and transfer of charge along the interface. Since each gate electrode is driven by a separate phase, more flexibility in operating the device is expected. With four-clocking phases the polysilicon electrodes can be used to store the signal charge and the aluminum electrodes to control the transfer and storage process, or both the polysilicon and aluminum gates can be used as storage sites. The latter method requires four transfers/bit and the aluminum electrode should have the same areas as the polysilicon electrodes, but the former method requires two transfers/bit and the aluminum electrodes can have a smaller area. We will consider the first method as it requires less area/bit and results in less signal degradation due to incomplete free charge transfer.

Complete Charge-Transfer Mode

Drop Clock: With the four-phase drop clock, the minimum and resting voltages \((V_{a}'\) and \(V_{s}'\)) of the clock phases driving the transfer gates can be independently controlled whatever is the oxide thickness under the transfer electrodes for operation in the complete charge-transfer mode. The stages of the charge-transfer process are similar to the two-phase drop clocks \([17], [26]\). So increasing the complexity of the clock from two-phases to four-phases with drop clock does not improve the performance of the device.

Push Clock: Push clocks take full advantage of the more flexible control of the storage and transfer of charge with the four-phases of the clock. At the top of Fig. 7, we show the device dimensions and the clocking waveforms we have used in our computer simulation of the four-phase push clock.

Since with four-clocking phases the preceding transfer gate can be turned off by the resting voltage \(V_{s}'\), the maximum signal charge that can be stored under the storage gate with its voltage equal to \(V_{s}'\) can be almost a full bucket. In the two-phase clocking scheme, each set of transfer and storage gate is driven by the same phase of the clock so the preceding transfer gate is turned on when the storage gate is turned on. Hence, the maximum charge that can be stored with four-phase push clock is larger than with two-phase clock for the same voltage amplitude. To transfer the charge for example, from under the first storage gate to the second one, \(\phi_{st}\) and \(\phi_{st}\) drops to \(V_{s}'\) to turn on heavily the second transfer and storage gate. Then \(\phi_{st}\) increases to push the charge from under the first storage gate to the adjacent gates. Then \(\phi_{st}\) increases to push the charge to the next storage gate. As \(\phi_{st}\) reaches the resting voltage \(V_{s}'\), the charge transfer ends and some of the residual charge under the transfer gate spills back to the preceding storage gate. The rate of rise of \(\phi_{st}\) should be sufficiently slow so that the amount of charge under the transfer gate that spills back to the preceding storage gate is small. Therefore, the rise time \(T_{r}\) of the transfer gate clock should increase with the increase of the clock bit time.
x characteristics of overlapping gate CCD's clocked with two- and four-phase clocks and various waveforms. We have also presented the charge-transfer characteristics of different device structures with various clocking schemes and electrode regions of CCD's. This numerical simulation evaluating fields under all the relevant electrodes and inter-electrodes regions of CCD's. This numerical simulation is a simple mathematical model that can be used to study the free charge-transfer characteristics of different device structures with various clocking schemes and waveforms. We have also presented the charge-transfer characteristics of overlapping gate CCD's clocked with two- and four-phase clocks and various waveforms.

Incomplete Charge-Transfer Mode

In the incomplete charge-transfer mode, a bias charge is left under the storage gate at each transfer. Whether push or drop four-phase clocks are used, the first stages of the charge transfer will be similar to those in the complete charge-transfer mode. But in the last stage of the charge transfer, the residual charge under the storage gate does not decrease exponentially as in the complete charge-transfer mode, but it decreases logarithmically with a much slower rate.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have developed a detailed numerical simulation of the transport dynamics in terms of charge motion due to thermal diffusion, self-induced fields, and fringing fields under all the relevant electrodes and inter-electrodes regions of CCD's. This numerical simulation is a simple mathematical model that can be used to study the free charge-transfer characteristics of different device structures with various clocking schemes and waveforms. We have also presented the charge-transfer characteristics of overlapping gate CCD's clocked with two- and four-phase clocks and various waveforms.

The charge transfer with three-phase and single-phase clocking schemes can be readily understood from the results of the numerical simulation of the charge transfer with two- and four-phase clocking schemes. The charge transfer with a single-phase clocking scheme can be easily deduced from the charge transfer with the push and drop two-phase clocks. The charge transfer with dynamic three-phase push clock also follows from the charge transfer with the four-phase push clock [17], [18].

We have shown that the charge transfer in the overlapping gate structure divides naturally into several distinct stages. In the first stages, the storage gates are like capacitors charged and discharged by the transfer gates that limit the transfer rate. The overlapping transfer gate shields out the repulsive forces of the surface charge in transit and enhances the rate of charge transfer. The nonlinearity due to the self-induced fields is dominant in these stages and the charge transfer depends on the clocking waveforms. In the two-phase clocking scheme the transfer gates are like MOS transistors at pinchoff, and the storage gates are the sources and the drains. In these stages the transferred charge increases according to the portion of the clock voltage waveform that pushes the charge from one storage site to another for the push clocks, or according to the portion of the clock voltage waveform that creates the deeper potential well for the drop clocks.

The last stages of the charge-transfer process depend on whether the device is operated in the complete charge-transfer mode or in the incomplete charge-transfer mode. During the last stages of the complete charge-transfer mode the rate of charge transfer in the overlapping gate structure depends on how fast the storage gates can be discharged. The transfer gates in this structure are usually shorter and have larger fringing fields, and the charge transfer across the transfer gates is much faster than the charge transfer out of the storage gate. In the last stage, the residual charge under the storage gate decreases exponentially with a time constant that depends on fringing fields and thermal diffusion. For strong fringing fields, the final decay time constant $\tau$ is a fraction of the single-carrier transit time across the storage gate. In this case the exponential decay is due to the diffusion at the tail end of the residual charge packet under the storage gate. In the incomplete charge-transfer mode, the charge transfer is very similar to the charge transfer in the MOS bucket brigade [19]. In this case, the charge transfer in the last stage is dependent on the transfer gate length. The residual charge under the storage gate decreases logarithmically, due to the thermally emitted carriers from the residual charge that diffuses across the transfer gate to the next storage gate.

The time constants of all stages of the charge transfer are proportional to the product of the storage gate and transfer gate lengths or the storage gate length squared, and the inverse of the surface mobility. In the first stages, the time constants are proportional to the inverse of the portion of the clock voltage used to store the signal charge. In the last stages the time constants are proportional to the inverse of the thermal voltage or the voltage drop across the gates due to fringing fields.
We have shown also that the charge-transfer characteristics calculated from a lumped-circuit model of the overlapping gate CCD's agree with the results of the numerical simulation. According to this model, the charge-transfer dynamics could be described by the charging and discharging of lumped capacitors through lumped-transfer channels. This is possible because the redistribution times of the surface charges under the CCD gates are orders of magnitude smaller than the transfer times and therefore the surface charge profiles under the gates reach steady state. The lumped-circuit model can be used to derive the charge-transfer characteristics for other device structures and dimensions with various clocking waveforms and voltages, thus providing practical CCD and circuit design tools.

The signal degradation due to incomplete free charge transfer can be calculated from the charge-transfer characteristics obtained from the numerical simulation or the lumped-circuit model of the free charge-transfer process. These calculations [17], [18] show that the signal degradation of the incomplete free charge is due to an intrinsic transfer rate and due to the modulation of the device parameters by the signal charge being transferred. The intrinsic transfer rate is due to the finite carrier mobility and finite transfer time. The modulation effects are due to the dependence of the effective lengths of the gates, the effective capacitances per unit area and fringing fields under the storage and transfer gates on the signal charge being transferred.

Calculations of the signal degradation due to incomplete charge transfer (plotted in Fig. 8) show that the performance of the overlapping gate CCD is better than the MOS bucket brigade. At very high clock frequency the signal degradation due to incomplete free charge transfer in the MOS bucket brigade is almost the same as in the overlapping gate CCD. But at moderate and low clock frequency the signal degradation in the MOS bucket brigade is larger than in the overlapping gate CCD. The MOS bucket brigade always operate in the complete charge-transfer mode; the p islands are storage buckets with undefined bottoms that always contain residual charge. So the residual charge decreases logarithmically with time and the signal degradation tends to a constant value at low clock frequency due to transfer gate length and barrier height modulation. But the overlapping gate CCD's can be operated in the complete charge-transfer mode. So the residual charge decreases exponentially and the signal degradation due to incomplete free charge transfer (intrinsic transfer rate and device parameter modulation) also decreases exponentially with time. The signal degradation due to trapping in the interface states, which is the dominant effect in the overlapping gate CCD at low clock frequency [15], is also less than the signal degradation in the MOS bucket brigade [19] at low clock frequency.

Calculations of the signal degradation due to incomplete charge transfer (plotted in Fig. 8) also show that the signal degradation with push clocks is less than with drop clocks. This is because with push clocks the residual charges after each transfer are more independent of the initial charge than with drop clocks. The differences in the charge-transfer characteristics and the mobile charge profiles under the CCD gates and the interaction of the charges with the interface states depending on whether a large or small charge is being transferred are minimized with push clocks [26].

The plots of the residual charge due to incomplete free charge transfer versus the initial charge with any clocking waveform show saturation characteristics as shown in Fig. 9 due to the strong nonlinearity inherent in the transport dynamics. The plots of the net residual charge due to trapping in interface states versus the initial charge show also the same saturation shape. For larger charge, the residual charge tends to be less dependent on the initial charge. This saturation characteristic indicates that the signal degradation due to incomplete free charge and trapping in interface states can be considerably reduced by using a circulating background charge or fat zero to represent the zero signal. Also the saturation characteristic indicates that for digital signal applications due to incomplete charge transfer the optimum size of the fat zero which results in maximum signal output increases by increasing the clock frequency and the number of stages in the charge-coupled shift register [17], [18] and is independent of the size of the 1-bit charge.
APPENDIX I

GREEN'S FUNCTION SOLUTION OF THE POTENTIAL IN A MIS STRUCTURE

Consider a MIS structure as shown in Fig. 10. The insulator-semiconductor interface, and the insulator-metal interface are parallel to the \( y-z \) planes. It is desired to estimate the surface potential and the surface-potential gradient at the semiconductor-insulator interface, for an arbitrary surface-charge density profile \( q(y) \) and a voltage \( V_G \) on the metal electrode. Although the Poisson equation for this problem is nonlinear in the semiconductor region, we may still solve it as a linear equation using the depletion approximation. First, let us calculate the potential at any point \((x, y)\) in the semiconductor region due to a line charge of unit strength, i.e., \( 1 \) C/cm, at a point \((x', y')\) parallel to the \( z\)-axis. The semiconductor region, in this case, is treated as a dielectric of permittivity \( \varepsilon_1 \). The resulting potential function \( G(x, y, z', y') \) is the Green's function solution of the two-dimensional Poisson equation of the structure. Assuming the metal plane is at ground potential, the desired potential function can be calculated by the method of images. Since the boundary conditions at both the insulator-semiconductor interface and insulator-metal interface should be satisfied, an infinite series of image line charges are required to calculate the potential function in each region. It can be shown that the Green's function in the semiconductor region is given [32] by

\[
G(x, y, z', y') = -\frac{1}{4\pi \varepsilon_1} \left\{ \frac{\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2} \ln \left[ (y - y')^2 + (x + z')^2 \right] + \ln \left[ (y - y')^2 + (x - z')^2 \right] - \frac{4\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2}{(\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2)} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2} \cdot \ln \left[ (y - y')^2 + (x + z' + 2md_0)^2 \right] \right\} \quad (A1-1)
\]

where \( d_0 \) is the insulator thickness.

If the point \((x, y)\) lies at the semiconductor-insulator interface, then substituting in (A1-1) we get

\[
G(0, y, z', y') = \frac{-1}{2(\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2)} \ln \left[ (y - y')^2 + z'^2 \right] - \frac{\varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2} \cdot \ln \left[ (y - y')^2 + (z' + 2md_0)^2 \right] \quad (A1-2)
\]

The surface potential for a surface-charge density profile \( q(y') \) and a gate voltage \( V_G \) is given by (neglecting the fixed insulator-semiconductor interface charge \( q_{in} \) and the difference in the metal and semiconductor work functions)

\[
\Phi(y) = V_G + \int_{-\infty}^{y} G(0, y, 0, y') q(y') \, dy' + \int_{-\infty}^{y} dy' \int_{-\infty}^{x(y')} G(0, y, x', y') eN \, dx' \quad (A1-4)
\]

where \( N \) is the donor concentration for \( n\)-semiconductor. \( X_D(y) \) is the depletion layer thickness defined by the implicit relation

\[
\Phi(x, y) = V_G + \int_{-\infty}^{x} G(x, y, 0, y') q(y') \, dy' + \int_{-\infty}^{y} dy' \int_{-\infty}^{x(y')} G(x, y, x', y') eN \, dx' = 0 \quad (A1-5)
\]

It can be shown from (A1-1) and (A1-2) that

\[
G(x, y, x', y') = G(x, x', y - y') \quad (A1-6a)
\]

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{y} G(x, y, 0, y') \, dy' = d_0 \frac{1}{\varepsilon_2} = \frac{1}{C_0} \quad (A1-6b)
\]

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{y} G(0, y, x', y') \, dy' = d_0 \frac{1}{\varepsilon_2} = \frac{1}{C_0} \quad (A1-6c)
\]

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{y} \frac{\partial G}{\partial y} (x, y, x', y') \, dy' = 0 \quad (A1-6d)
\]

where \( C_0 \) is the insulator capacity per unit area. In the case when \( q(y) \) is a constant, using (A1-4)–(A1-6), the surface potential is given by

\[
\Phi = V_G + \frac{q}{C_0} + \frac{eN_X}{C_0} \quad (A1-7a)
\]

\[
V_G + \frac{q}{C_0} + \frac{eN_X}{C_0} - \frac{eN_X}{2\varepsilon_1} = 0 \quad (A1-7b)
\]

Equations (A1-7a) and (A1-7b) are the one-dimensional solutions of the Poisson equation using the depletion approximation for the MIS structure [33]. For a given surface-charge density profile, the surface-potential gradient can be obtained according to the gradual channel
approximation by differentiating (A1-7a)

\[ \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial y} = \frac{1}{C_0} \frac{\partial q}{\partial y} + \frac{e N_D}{C_0} \frac{\partial X_D}{\partial y} \]  

(A1-8)

A more accurate estimation of the surface-potential gradient can be obtained from (A1-4) and (A1-6).

\[ \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial y} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\partial G}{\partial y} (0, y, 0, y') q(y') \, dy' 
+ \int_{0}^{\infty} dy' \int_{0}^{\infty} dx' \frac{\partial G}{\partial y} (0, y, x', y') e N_D \, dx'. \]  

(A1-9)

The first term in (A1-9) represents the repulsive force due to the nonuniform surface charge \( q(y) \), screened by the metal electrode. The second term represents the repulsive force from the ionized fixed impurity atoms due to the nonuniform depletion region thickness. Let us consider the first term from (A1-3)

\[ \frac{\partial G}{\partial y} (0, y, 0, y') = \frac{-1}{\pi \varepsilon_0} \left( \frac{1}{y-y'} - \frac{2 \zeta}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_0} \right) \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{\zeta - \zeta_n}{\varepsilon_0 - \varepsilon_n} \right)^{n-1} \frac{e_n \varepsilon_n}{(y-y')^2 + (2n \zeta_0)^2} \]  

(A1-10)

For the silicon oxide, silicon substrate

\[ \frac{2 \zeta}{\varepsilon_0 + \varepsilon_1} \approx \frac{1}{2}, \quad \frac{\zeta_0 - \zeta_n}{\varepsilon_0 + \varepsilon_n} \approx \frac{1}{2}. \]

Thus the successive terms in the previous series decrease rapidly. So the Green's function \( (\partial G/\partial y) \) decreases rapidly within a region of a few \( \zeta_0 \) from \( y \), however not as rapid as it would be if \( \varepsilon_0 = \varepsilon_1 \). Hence, we may expand \( q(y') \) as a Taylor series about \( y \). Since \( (\partial G/\partial y) \) is odd, all even terms in the expansion vanish. If the variation of the surface charge \( q(y) \) is small over a distance on the order of a few oxide thickness \( \delta_0 \), and higher derivatives may be neglected. Hence,

\[ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\partial G}{\partial y} (0, y, 0, y') q(y') \, dy' 
= \frac{\partial q}{\partial y} \int_{0}^{\infty} G(0, y, 0, y') \, dy' 
= \frac{\partial q}{\partial y}. \]  

(A1-11)

This is the result obtained in the first term of the one-dimensional solution in (A1-8). So if the variation of the depletion layer width is neglected, the surface-potential gradient obtained by differentiating the one-dimensional solution in (A1-7a) includes the charge repulsion effect, and gives a reasonably accurate estimate of the self-induced fields when the lateral variation of the surface-charge density over a distance on the order of several oxide thickness is small. The error in this estimate depends upon the charge profile and may be positive or negative.

Similarly the contribution of the second term in (A1-9) can be shown to be almost equal to the value obtained from the second term of the one-dimensional solution in (A1-8) when the lateral variation of the charge over a distance on the order of the depletion region thickness is small.

The surface-charge density profiles under the CCD gates, show that, during the charge transfer, the surface-charge density varies slowly under the electrodes but rapidly in the interelectrode regions. So the gradual channel approximation gives accurate estimates of the self-induced fields under the electrodes. As discussed in Sections III and IV, the charge transfer in all stages is limited by the transfer of charge across the transfer gates or out of the storage gate. Hence, the error in estimating the self-induced fields in the interelectrode regions has a negligible effect on the overall charge-transfer characteristics.

APPENDIX II
DERIVATION OF THE SURFACE-POTENTIAL GRADIENT UNDER THE GATE ELECTRODES AND IN THE INTERELECTRODES REGIONS

The one-dimensional solution of the Poisson equation using the depletion approximation gives the following relation between the surface-potential \( \Phi_s \), and the surface-charge density \( q(y) \):

\[ \Phi_s = V_g - V_{FB} + \frac{q}{C_0} + \frac{B}{C_b} \left[ \left( \sqrt{1 - \frac{2 C_0 B}{C_b} (V_g - V_{FB} + \frac{q}{C_0}) - 1} \right) \right], \]  

(A2-1)

where \( B = \zeta_0/(\varepsilon_0) e N_D \delta_0 \), \( V_g \) is the voltage applied to the electrode, \( V_{FB} \) is the flat-band voltage, \( C_0 \) the oxide capacitance per unit area, \( \varepsilon_0 \) the electronic charge, \( N_D \) the donor concentration, \( \delta_0 \) the oxide thickness, and \( X_d \) the width of the depletion region. \( \varepsilon_0 \) and \( \varepsilon_\infty \) are the dielectric constants of silicon and silicon oxide, respectively. The equilibrium surface-charge density \( q_0 \) is equal to \( C_0 (V_{TA} - V_g) \), where \( V_{TA} \) is the threshold voltage. If the surface-charge profile \( q \) is not uniform then according to the gradual channel approximation, the surface-potential gradient is given approximately by

\[ \frac{\partial \Phi_s}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial \Phi_s}{\partial y} \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} \left[ \frac{1}{C_0} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{2 C_0 B}{C_b} (V_g - V_{FB} + \frac{q}{C_0}) - 1}} \right] \right] \]  

(A2-2)

where \( C_b \) is the depletion layer capacity. For typical oxide thickness, \( (\sim 1000-4500 \, \text{Å}) \), substrate doping \( (\sim 10^{14}-10^{17} / \text{cm}^3) \) and electrode voltages the previous relations can be simplified to

\[ \Phi_s = \Phi_{so} + \frac{q}{C} \]  

and

\[ \frac{\partial \Phi_s}{\partial x} = \frac{1}{C} \frac{\partial q}{\partial x}, \]  

(A2-3)

where \( \Phi_{so} \) is the surface potential with no charge. \( C \) is an effective capacity given by

\[ C = \frac{q_0^c P}{(2 \Phi_{TF} - \Phi_{so})}, \]  

(A2-4)

where \( 2 \Phi_{TF} \) the surface potential at equilibrium, and \( P \) a factor less than unity to reduce the error in this approximation to less than few percents.

Numerical calculations using values of the self-induced fields given in (A2-2) and (A2-3) show almost no difference in the charge-transfer characteristics. Since the latter expression is simpler, we will use it below.
If fringing fields under the electrodes are appreciable, then \( \Phi_{eo} \) and \( q_0 \) are functions of time and the spatial coordinate \( x \) and are given by

\[
\Phi_{eo}(x, t) = \Phi_{eo}(t) - \int E_{fr}(y) \, dy \quad (A2-5)
\]

\[
q_0(x, t) = C_{r}\left[2\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}(x, t)\right]
+ \sqrt{2e_{\text{ox}}N_{d}} \left[ \sqrt{\Phi_{eo}(x, t)} - \sqrt{2\Phi_{e}} \right] \quad (A2-6)
\]

where \( E_{fr}(y) \) is the fringing-field profile obtained from the solution of the two-dimensional Poisson equation and \( \Phi_{eo}(t) \) is given by \((A2-1)\) with \( q = 0 \). The surface potential under the electrode is thus given by

\[
q_0(\% \ t) = 6'0 \left\{ \frac{2\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}(x, t)}{\Phi_{e} + \Phi_{eo}(x, t) + 2\Phi_{e}} \right\} \quad (A2-7)
\]

\[
E_{fr}(y) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \Phi_{eo}(x, t) + \frac{2\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}(x, t)}{C_{r}(x, t)} q \right) \quad (A2-8)
\]

In the interelectrode regions the surface potential is also given by

\[
\Phi_{eo}(x, t, q) = P(x, t) + \frac{\left(2\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}(x, t)\right)q}{C_{r}(x, t)} \quad (A2-9)
\]

where \( P(x, t) \) and \( C(x, t) \) are the surface potential with no charge and the equilibrium surface-charge density, respectively, both approximated by a smooth interpolating polynomial. From \((A2-7)\) and \((A2-8)\) the surface-potential gradient under the electrodes and the inter-electrode regions can be written in the following form

\[
\frac{\partial \Phi_{eo}}{\partial x} (x, t, q) = L(x, t) + M(x, t)q + N(x, t) \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} \quad (A2-10)
\]

**APPENDIX III**

**STeady-state current and charge under the transfer gate**

Assuming that the charge redistribution time under the transfer gate is much smaller than the transfer times of interest, then the current across it and the charge under it can be approximately derived by a steady-state approach.

The relation between the surface potential and surface-charge density under the transfer gate according to the gradual channel approximation is given by

\[
\Phi_{e} = \Phi_{eo} + \frac{q}{C_{r}} \quad (A3-1)
\]

where \( \Phi_{e} \) and \( \Phi_{eo} \) are the surface potential under the transfer gate with charge and with no charge, respectively, \( q \) is the mobile surface-charge density, \( C_{r} \) the effective oxide and depletion layer capacity under the transfer gate. The current \( I \) under the transfer gate is given by

\[
I = -W_{\mu}C_{r}\left[ KT \frac{\partial \Phi_{e}}{\partial x} + \left( \Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo} \right) \frac{\partial \Phi_{e}}{\partial x} \right] \quad (A3-2)
\]

where \( I_{r} \) is the thermal voltage.

If we let the surface potential at the beginning and end of the transfer be \( \Phi_{e} \) and \( \Phi'_{e} \), then assuming the current \( I \) across the gate constant and integrating \((A3-3)\) we get

\[
I = -\frac{\mu C_{r}W}{2l_{r}} \left[ KT(\Phi_{e} - \Phi'_{e}) \right]
+ \left( \Phi_{e} - \Phi'_{e} \right) \left( \Phi_{e} - \Phi'_{e} - 2(\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \right) \quad (A3-4)
\]

and

\[
Q_{r} = \frac{3}{3} l_{r} W C_{r} (\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \quad (A3-5)
\]

where \( l_{r} \) is the length of the transfer gate and \( Q_{r} \) is the total charge under the transfer gate.\(^{18}\) In the case the surface-charge density at the end of the transfer gate is very small (as in the two-phase clocking scheme) then \( \Phi'_{e} \approx \Phi_{eo} \) and \((A3-4)\) and \((A3-5)\) reduce to

\[
I = -\frac{\mu C_{r}W}{2l_{r}} \left[ KT(\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \right] \quad (A3-6)
\]

\[
Q_{r} = \frac{3}{3} l_{r} W C_{r} (\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \quad (A3-7)
\]

If \( (\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \gg KT \), \((A3-6)\) and \((A3-7)\) reduce further to

\[
I = -\frac{\mu C_{r}W}{2l_{r}} (\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \quad (A3-8)
\]

\[
Q_{r} = \frac{3}{3} l_{r} W C_{r} (\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \quad (A3-9)
\]

The current formula in \((A3-8)\) is the quadratic relation of the MOS transistor at pinchoff, and the factor \( \frac{1}{2} \) in \((A3-9)\) is due to the square root dependence of the surface-charge density \( q \) on the distance from the end of the transfer gate.

If \( (\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) < 2KT \), then the charge transport under the transfer gate is mainly by diffusion, and the previous equations reduce to

\[
I = -\frac{\mu C_{r}W}{l_{r}} (KT)(\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) = \frac{C_{r}W}{l_{r}} (\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \quad (A3-10)
\]

\[
Q_{r} = \frac{3}{3} l_{r} W C_{r} (\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \quad (A3-11)
\]

The factor \( \frac{1}{2} \) in \((A3-11)\) is due to the linear dependence of the surface-charge density \( q \) on the distance from the end of the transfer gate.

If the fringing fields under the transfer gates are appreciable then the previous current relations still hold approximately after replacing \( KT \) and \((D/l_{r})\) by \((KT + l_{r}E)\) and \((D/l_{r} + \mu E)\), respectively, where \( E \) is the average fringing field weighted by the surface-charge density profile under the transfer gate.

\(^{18}\) Note that the last term in \((A3-5)\) is a very slowly varying function taking a value between \( \frac{1}{2} \) and \( \frac{3}{2} \) depending on the value of \( (\Phi_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \) and \( (\Phi'_{e} - \Phi_{eo}) \). So taking the value of this term unity is a good approximation to simplify the solution of the differential equation \((A4-5)\) for any clocking waveforms.
APPENDIX IV
LUMPED-CIRCUIT MODEL OF CCD'S

The detailed numerical solution of the transport dynamic with various clocking waveforms show that during the different stages of the charge-transfer process the surface-charge profiles under the gates take almost a steady shape. The response time of the charge distribution under the gates is of the order of the dielectric relaxation time of the surface minority carrier [33]. During all the stages of the charge transfer the surface-charge density is sufficiently large that the response time is orders of magnitude smaller than the transfer times of interest. Hence, it is possible to describe approximately the details of the charge-transfer dynamics with various clocking waveforms by means of a lumped-circuit model that consists of lumped capacitors charged and discharged through lumped-transfer channels (MOS transistors).

As discussed in Sections III and IV in the first stages of the charge-transfer process, the rate of charge transfer is limited by the transport of charge across the transfer gate and depends strongly on the clocking waveforms. Due to the relatively large carrier concentration under the storage gates, a very small gradient in the quasi-Fermi level $E_F$ under the storage gates is sufficient to balance the discharge current. Thus the surface potential and the mobile carrier concentration under the storage gates are almost constant. So the total charge under the source and receiving storage gate $Q_{st}$ and $Q_{st}'$ are given by $W_{st}C_{st}E_{st}(\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{st0})$ and $W_{st}C_{st}(\Phi_{st}' - \Phi_{st0})$, respectively, where the surface potential with and without charge, under the source storage gate are $\Phi_{st}$ and $\Phi_{st0}$ and under the receiving storage gate are $\Phi_{st}'$ and $\Phi_{st0}'$, respectively. The transfer gate acts as a MOS transistor with the source and receiving storage gates as its source and drain. The quasi-Fermi level may be assumed constant across the transitional region between the source storage gate and the transfer gate during the first stages of the charge-transfer process as this region extends over several times the mean carrier freepath and the mobile carrier concentration there is relatively large. Therefore the surface potential at the end of the source storage gate $\Phi_{st}$ is related to the surface potential at the beginning of the transfer gate $\Phi_{st}$ by

$$C_{st}(\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{st0}) = C_{st}(\Phi_{s} - \Phi_{s0}) \exp \left( -\frac{(\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{s})}{KT} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-1)

and

$$C_{st}(\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{st0}) = C_{st}(\Phi_{s} - \Phi_{s0}) \exp \left( -\frac{(\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{s})}{KT} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-2)

$\Phi_{st}$ and $\Phi_{st0}$ are the surface potential under the beginning of the transfer gate with and without charge. For ($\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{st0}$) $\gg$ $KT$ and ($\Phi_{s} - \Phi_{s0}$) $\gg$ $KT$ the previous equations reduce to

$$\Phi_{st} \approx \Phi_{s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-3)

and

$$\frac{d}{dt}(\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{st0}) = \frac{d}{dt}(\Phi_{s} - \Phi_{s0}) + \frac{d}{dt}(\Phi_{s0} - \Phi_{st0})$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-4)

If the mobile carrier concentration in the transitional region between the transfer gate and the receiving storage gate is also relatively large (as in the four-phase clocking scheme) then the surface potential at the end of the transfer gate $\Phi_{st}'$ is related to the surface potential at the beginning of the receiving storage gate $\Phi_{st0}'$ by similar relations. The total charge under the transfer gate $Q_{st}$ and the current $I$ across it are given by (A3-5) and (A3-4). So, according to this lumped-circuit model, the total charges under the storage and transfer gates are related to the surface potentials by lumped capacitors of almost constant values that are charged and discharged through lumped-transfer channels with discharge current that depend mainly on the difference between the surface potential at the ends of the transfer channels. The charge-transfer dynamics could be simply described by a first order nonlinear differential equation given by

$$\frac{d}{dt}(Q_{st} + Q_{st'}) = -I(\Phi_{st}, \Phi_{st0}, \Phi_{st0})$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-5a)

$$Q_{st} \equiv W_{st}C_{st}(\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{st0})$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-5b)

$$Q_{st}' \equiv W_{st}C_{st}(\Phi_{st}' - \Phi_{st0}) = Q_{0} - Q_{st} - Q_{st'}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-5c)

$$Q_{st} \equiv \frac{1}{2}W_{st}C_{st}(\Phi_{st} - \Phi_{st0})$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-5d)

$$\Phi_{st} \equiv \Phi_{s} \quad \Phi_{st0} \equiv \Phi_{s0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-5e)

$$I(\Phi_{st}, \Phi_{st0}, \Phi_{st0}) = \frac{\mu C_{st}W}{2l_{st}} [2K(T \Phi_{st} - \Phi_{st0})]^{(A4-5f)}$$

where $KT$ is the thermal voltage and $Q_{0}$ is the initial total charge. $\Phi_{st0}, \Phi_{st00}, \Phi_{st00'}$ depend on the clock voltage waveforms. In the two-phase clocking scheme, there is usually a large surface-potential gradient between the transfer gates. The charge transfer thus acts as an MOS transistor at pinchoff and $\Phi_{st}' = \Phi_{st0}$. In this case the current $I$ and the total charge under the transfer gate $Q_{st}$ are given by (A3-6) and (A3-7). The solutions of the charge-transfer characteristics using the lumped-circuit model for a two-phase drop clock with zero fall and rise times and for a two-phase push clock discussed in Section III, give good agreement with the numerical solution of the transport equations given in (5).

During the last stages of the charge transfer, when the device is operated in the complete charge-transfer mode, the charge transfer is limited by the transport of charge out of the storage gate with an almost perfect sink at its end. In this case also the storage gate can be considered as a capacitor discharged through a transfer channel which is the same storage gate. Assuming a constant steady current across the storage gate, the total charge under it $Q_{st}$ and the discharge current $I$ are given by (A3-6) and (A3-7), respectively. Solving the discharge equation $I = -(d/dt)Q_{st}$ gives approximately

$$Q_{st} = \exp \left( -\frac{(t - t_{0})}{\tau} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4-6)

$$\frac{Q_{0} - Q_{st}}{1 + \frac{Q_{0}}{\frac{1}{2}C_{st}l_{st}W}{2KT} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{(t - t_{0})}{\tau} \right) \right]}$$

where $\tau = l_{st}^{\tau}/2D$ and $Q_{0}$ is the initial total charge under
A constant steady current across the storage gate is expected to be reasonably good when the nonlinear terms due to the self-induced fields are dominant. But since the effects of the boundary conditions, the fringing fields, the shape of the mobile carrier concentration profile under the gate are not properly considered in the previous derivation, the time constant $\tau$ of the exponential decay of the charge should be modified.

Analytic solutions of the charge transport dynamics including thermal diffusion and fringing-field drift only with the appropriate boundary conditions show that the final decay time constant $\tau$ is given approximately [21] by

$$\tau = \frac{4}{\alpha_t} + \frac{(\mu E_{min})}{4D} \tau_d$$

where $E_{min}$ is the minimum fringing field under the storage gate, $\tau_d$ is the thermal diffusion time constant and is equal to $(4kT/\pi^2 D)$. The factor 4 in front of the second term is due to the large fields at the edges of the gate, and for zero fringing field this factor takes a value of unity. Accordingly (A4-6) could be modified to

$$Q_{st} = \frac{\exp \left( \frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{t - \tau_d}{\tau_f}\right) \right)}{1 + \frac{1}{2C_s E_0} \tau_f / \tau_d \left(1 - \exp \left(\frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{t - \tau_d}{\tau_f}\right) \right) \right)}$$

(A4-7)

The factor $\tau_f/\tau_d$ in the denominator is included in order not to modify the original equation for $(t - \tau_d) < \tau_d$, as the effect of the fringing-field drift is expected to be smaller than the self-induced drift in this period.

Using (A3-6) and (A3-7) the charge under the transfer gate is described approximately by

$$dQ_{st} \approx \frac{\mu C_T W}{2\tau_f} \frac{Q_{st}}{C_{st} E_f W} + \frac{Q_{st}}{4C_{st} E_f W}$$

(A4-8)

$$W \quad 2 \frac{Q_{st}}{C_{st} E_f W}$$

where $E$ is the average fringing field weighted by the surface-charge density profile under the transfer gate. Using Ricatti's substitution, this equation could be solved by the WKB method [28]. However, an approximate solution can be obtained in the overlapping gates structures as the transfer gates are usually shorter and have larger fringing fields than the storage gates. So the carriers are swept rapidly from under the transfer gate and for transfer time of practical interest, the solution simplifies to

$$Q_{st} \approx \tau_f \left( - \frac{dQ_{st}}{dt} \right)$$

(A4-9)

where $\tau_f$ is the single-carrier transit time under the transfer gate and is given by $\tau_f = (\tau_f/2\alpha KT + E_0/\tau_f)$.
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Bucket-Brigade Shift-Register Operation—Exact Correlation Between Experimental Data and a Computer Model

E. T. LEWIS

Abstract—In this paper a detailed analysis of the IGFET bucket brigade is presented covering its low frequency, midfrequency, and high frequency performance. Attention is first focused on those factors giving rise to performance limits in the midfrequency range of operation. The concept of an optimized threshold voltage $V_{TH}$ is introduced and related to the array parameters. It is shown that if the threshold voltage $V_{TH}$ of the IGFET's in the array are below $V_{TH}$, then transfers become incomplete. The effect that substrate resistivity has on the array performance is also considered. It is shown that conventional IGFET channel length modulation is not the only factor to be considered in analyzing this performance limit. It is also shown that high frequency and low frequency limits can be accounted for using conventional IGFET theory.

Finally, calculations resulting from a simple model that includes all these effects are presented. They are shown to correlate exactly with the experimental data from operating arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

The bucket-brigade shift register has been investigated in some detail by a number of people [1]–[8]. However, to date, there has been little attempt to consolidate the growth in accumulated data. Even more important, there has been no attempt to give an explicit analysis of the low frequency, midfrequency, and high frequency performance of an integrated array. In addition to measurements performed on integrated arrays some data were obtained on single elements to demonstrate and quantify basic effects associated with an IGFET. The results of these measurements were important in that they aided in explaining some of the effects observed in the integrated bucket-brigade array.

II. DESCRIPTION AND BASIC OPERATION OF AN INTEGRATED BUCKET-BRIDGE SHIFT REGISTER

The basic elements of a p-channel IGFET bucket brigade are shown in Fig. 1. In the electrical equivalent shown in Fig. 1(b) are included node-loading elements and an output precharge device. The node-loading elements can represent either junction capacitance or a combination of this capacitance and that of input/output devices. In some applications it is desired to have serial input to the array and parallel output from every storage node. Actually, there are many combinations of input/output arrangements for which bucket brigades can be designed. These include serial in-serial out, serial in-parallel out, parallel in-serial out, and parallel in-parallel out. In addition to this any of these arrangements can be operated in a recirculation mode. This permits a dynamic storage mode of operation in which
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